
BASIC CLASS STRUCTURE 
 
Teachers should use a class for a whole month, adding on to combos or speeding 
combos up if needed, but allowing students the chance to master combos, mechanics 
& concepts  
 
Warm-Up 
Each teacher needs a set barre for warm up 
 
Basic Barre 
Use same combo for Tendus and Degages to save time (for Level 5: no port de bras with 
tendus, and then port de bras with the degages) 
 
Have at least two barre combos in center. This helps to promote strength and balance 
 
Incorporate 8 body positions into each class 
 
Stretching 
Teachers should each have a standard stretch for barre.  I do want to use the barre to 
stretch (not on floor) and the class should ALWAYS stretch. Dancers need the flexibility 
and discipline. 
 
Center Work 
Adage  
Use a set adage for a longer period, please consider show choreography as an adage 
during show months if needed. 
 
Turns  
set turn combos for the semester or for the season works best for time  
 
Jumps  
Level 6 & 7: let more advanced dancers add beats, concentrate on lower level advanced 
students doing things right and mechanically correct, knowing terminology, building 
strength, then add beats to the combos so they understand how things progress from the 
basics 
Level 5: concentrate on learning the different kinds of jumps, simple combos that build 
strength 
 
 
Moving Steps/Jumps/Leaps 
Combine moving steps with leaps and jumps 
Incorporate staging into combos 
 
 
 



Basic Elements of a Ballet Class 
 
Barre 
Tendus, Degages 
Rond 
Developpe 
PasDeCheval 
Fondus 
Frappe 
Pique 
Battements 
 
Center 
Eight Body Positions 
Adagio (develop, envelope, promenade, attitude, penshe) 
 
Jumps 
Changemas, Echappes 
Soubresaut (two feet on to two feet) 
Sisonne (two feet on to one foot) 
Jete (one foot on to one foot) 
Entrechat (beat before/behind) 
Pas De Bourree 
 
Turns 
Chainne 
Piques/ Pique turns 
Soutenue/Soutenu turns 
Piroutte 
Bell/Fuete/Attitude 
 
Moving Steps 
Chainne 
Pique 
Waltz 
Pas De Bourre 
Bourre 
Combinations 
 
Jumps/Leaps (moving) 
Jete 
Glissade 
Sissone  
Tour en lair 
Pas de Chat 


